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Writer: Michele Surdi
Source: Nagra CDC, iPod shuffle
Amplification: Nagra PLP, Nagra 300p, Firstwatt F5, Trends TA10.2Pse, Tektron TK6m7E
Speakers: Tannoy Canterbury SE
Cables: Van den Hul Inspiration biwire, The First se, The Second XLR, Integration se, Audioquest Evergreen
RCA/3.5mm 
Power: Cablerie d’Eupen Volga, Black Noise Slim 3 distributor
Review component retail in Italy: €600
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The times they are now. And they ain’t what they used to be. When the bug bit, I reluctantly relinquished dreams of a
Srajan-inspired SIT-2 to complement my genuine Nelson-made F5 even though Mark Sammut at FirstWatt made me the
best terms he could. Still following Srajan’s lead, I mailed Job Electronics to see if their stated price of €1236.14 for the
Job225 was for real (back in the day I used to spend this kind of money on pretty coloured bits of wire).
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I was very pleasantly surprised to receive an immediate and courteous answer assuring me that the stated price included
shipping and that an order would result in a three-day delivery to my Rome address. The Job225 was singularly tempting
since I run my newish Tannoy Canterburys on low-power amps only: the Nagra 300p; the aforementioned F5; and the
valiant Trends TA10.2Pse (more on this later). I wanted to try out a high-power amp on the Canteburys’ high sensitivity
and quirky impedance curves. 

Example of Tektron chassis

I was already pondering my credit status when I began to have doubts about the Job’s very high gain. Was it a design
goal or the inevitable byproduct of the 225’s extra-wide bandwidth? Would it interact ideally with my vintage Nagra PLP
which has both internal and external variable output controls but is really best suited to medium or low-gain amps, the F5
being a case in point? Morosely surfing the hifi web for an alternative fix, I unearthed an old 6moons reference to Tektron
tube amps which turn out to be Sicilian based. Now apart from the fact that I am a fool for glow, I was decadently piqued
by the contrast between the high-power high-tech and high Helvetic byblow of gilt-edged Goldmund; and the retrograde
PIIGS pedigree of the smallest of Tektron’s offerings. That's a diminutive 4.5wpc SET integrated complete with NOS
6EM7 dual triodes and 6X5WGT rectification. Price on application. A curious email was swiftly answered by a staggering
request for €600 including shipping and VAT.
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Pushing my luck, I asked for a custom power-only version since I already have lots of pots on my Nagra CDC CD/pre and
the aforementioned PLP. Attilio Caccamo, the man behind the brand, replied that each item was made to order and could
be altered to taste at no extra cost. Doubling down, I specified that I wanted dedicated 8Ω output trannies on a Walnut
base and a gold-tone brushed metal top plate to match my Tannoys; and that I also needed to have the small oval Tektron
name plate shifted to the left. Attilio countered by telling me he would send photos of the Walnut base before mounting
the name plate so I could decide which position suited best. Delivery was tentatively forecast at one month with a 50%
advance duly sent by Paypal.
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After a couple of weeks I received a picture of two solid Walnut bases each with a slightly different finish. I was asked to
choose the one better suited to my speaker cabinets. This was followed a few days later by a picture of the base with an
unmounted plaque. After agonies of indecision I gave Attilio the go-ahead for original center position. More pictures which
showed the completed amp with no tubes and the internal wiring came. So did a request for an extra month and
apologies for the delay. 28 days later all details of the completed amp were subjected to my final approval. Following
another Paypal payment, the tiny Tektron was duly delivered to my doorstep in three days (a major Italian miracle this).

Now this was all excellent fun but the facts were that I was buying a—very pretty—pig in a poke. Specifically the amp’s
architecture assured very high internal resistance (I would think 4 ohms at the very least). This in turn guaranteed
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significant interaction with the speakers. Power was hardly an issue. My Tannoys come out of the corner at a 95dB stated
sensitivity. And the modulometer on my Nagra 300p informs me that the horrors of room lock are reached in my 40m²+
very reflective listening space well before the 2-watt mark. The trouble? The Canterburys’ impedance and phase plots are
very far from those of a large double-ported system such as my preceding 12-inch Yorkminsters. This is because they
have Onken-type vertical slots which can be closed by sliding Walnut baffles (a very upscale version of the socks Srajan
stuffs in his speaker portholes). Impedance and phase consequently vary wildly. They go from a more or less standard
bass-reflex load to something approaching acoustic suspension.

This allows excellent room matching but plays all hell with amp/speaker interactions. That particularly so in my case
where best results are obtained by leaving one slot wholly open and one closed on each speaker (in my room wide-open
slots result in something not unlike a powerful but underregulated subwoofer whilst fully closed produces bouncy and
controlled but essentially tuneless bass). Perfectly damped sand amps like the F5 (or the Job) are totally indifferent to this
kind of load. High internal impedance tube designs are a shot in the dark particularly when tasked with controlling a 15-
inch very short-throw paper woofer with an extra-heavy motor.
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On the other hand the similarly load-sensitive Tripath chip on my Trends amp can drive the Canterburys with no bass
bump of the kind that, as Srajan sagely observes, is often associated with room nodes but just as often is the result of an
underdamped amp. And though I loathe hum, Attilio assured me that double triodes would not make this much of an
issue. Still, when the little amp finally emerged from its double box and its unending swathes of bubble wrap, I was in a
stoic mood. In the event pushing on the winsome red-lit button after easily mounting the three tubes produced only a
minute amount of very well-behaved noise. This was essentially inaudible ten inches from the speaker cone.
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So far so good. Since I had budgeted for a 50-hour burn-in before feeding the amp a steady diet of Abba’s greatest
directly from an ancient iPod shuffle, I took stock of its design and construction. The layout was as simple as can possibly
be: the upper half of the vintage RCA double triode feeds small signals to the lower which amplifies them and sends them
to the 14-amp primary 8Ω secondary home-wound output tranny. Rectification is from a 1952 Raytheon 6X5WGT. And
that’s all, folks. The 3-way brass speaker terminals and RCA inputs were wholly adequate. Wiring was workmanlike with
solid soldering. For a very nice personal touch Attilio decided on polypropylene caps instead of his usual paper in oils
because he felt they would give my Tannoys more air on top. 
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As I had gathered from the pictures, fit and finish were very good in an endearingly artisanal way. Metal and paintwork
in particular were free from even the smallest marks and smudges. The hand-rubbed wax job highlighted the natural grain
of the solid Walnut base. The base plate was fireproof masonite, an exact period reference to the vintage tubes. The
stick-on bumper footers proved an effective-enough after thought though in the end I preferred to blue-tac the amp to a
small granite base. This safely hitched it to my substantial cables. Unusually for an audiophile I am somewhat impatient.
After less than twenty hours of trying to ignore Mama Mia in the background, I took the plunge and started to listen
seriously. I use my amps in three different single-ended hookup configurations: from the variable output of the CDC; from
the dedicated output of the Nagra PLP; and finally in hotrod mode from the tape output of the PLP with the ganged
variable input controls attending to volume.
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This gives me various degrees of transparency, from the pellucid coolness of the CDC to the fleshier tint of the standard
PLP output—which I find better suited to compressed midbass—to the goldilocks mode of the hotrod solution. I am hardly
obsessive about this but I do appreciate the flexibility. Ball and Chain need somewhat more oomph than Sellinger’s
Rounde for instance.

It so happens that I find myself more and more gauging equipment by its actual use with
the music I enjoy rather than by testing it against particular recordings. My judgments
consequently are the result of an irregular if attentive series of sessions. The records
mentioned are to be taken only as a sampler of my overall listening experience with the
Tektron amp. I’ll start with Martzy’s Bach Violin Sonatas, a mid-Fifties mono which conveys
an exemplary fusion of technical excellence and emotional involvement besides being
impeccably produced.
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in Padauk

In all the hookup configurations Attilio’s creation proved perfectly and indeed movingly capable of depicting both the
timbral resonances essential to the instrument and the underlying emotional content. This was the result not so much of a
particular bravura in reproducing leading edges for instance or rosin graininess, but of a convincing musical equilibrium
which made these otherwise quite valid evaluation benchmarks mostly moot. Admittedly Tannoy coaxials are not the most
analytical of speakers—which by the way is the reason I buy them—but this unassuming midget amp meshed perfectly
with their strong points.
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More specifically, whilst it was obviously midrange centred,
it succeeded in keeping the complex strands of Bach’s work
intellectually coherent. That’s what in my book a musical
transducer of any kind is supposed to do. Changing to a
radically different instrument of Gould’s original homemade
Goldberg (also in mono), the result was the same. The
obvious technical deficiencies of the recording which make
tonal evaluation of the piano employed an extremely
speculative task were easily overcome by the Tektron’s
unflustered ease in evoking the idiosyncratic tempi of
Gould’s finger work.

Those are the reason why this juvenile effort has more than stood the test of time. By the same token an exemplary
stereo cut of Leonhardt playing Byrd on a replica period harpsichord showcased the amp’s ability to perfectly cope with
this instrument’s singular soundboard. The attending mallet strikes were not reproduced with you-are-there realism but
simply placed in their musical context. That is far more difficult than pedantically reproducing vibrations. 
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Turning to contemporary fare, Dylan’s apocalyptic Tempest inevitably suffers from some
compression but is on the whole technically better than the average effort. This showed the
Tektron/Tannoy connection to be free from the twin torments of bass boom and midbass
moo. To be sure this was quite probably due to a fortunate series of coincidences. But even
if the woofers were not held in the arc-welding grip dear to some, overall control was
excellent. It easily separated electric from string bass whilst limning the bullfrog notes in
Dylan’s prophetic croaks. Attilio’s cap tweaking was also probably right on since highs were
of my favourite BBC variety - slightly recessed but perfectly intelligible  and musically
articulate. Soundstaging was less than dramatic and possibly due to power constraints.
Voices and instruments retained their natural dimensions and relationships which, when
present, are often at risk with overdriven large and sensitive speakers.
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At this point I decided it was time for my torture test. This was carried in a seriously lo-fi mode by again stuffing the iPod
shuffle with mp3 tracks connected to the amp with a cheery Audioquest Evergreen cable, laying back and listening. The
difference this time was that I loaded the pod with an uncounted number of tracks from Jack White’s Paramount Records.
This is cheaply made poor people’s music afflicted from the start with every kind of hiss, crackle and pop. And it is
wonderful! Bilious boomers may blearily compare it to the streams of stolid swill ceaselessly downloaded to expensive
phones, pads and ponos. Alliterations aside, the upshot of the test was that I reloaded the limited-capability pod twice for
a total session of almost three hours. As far as I’m concerned this is sufficient proof of the Tektron cake.

in Olive

By and large hifi shootouts have an entertainment value roughly equivalent to topless mud wrestling. There really is no
fun in pitting a €600 obsolescence-courting design against the Nagra 300p, an aristocrat’s amp if there ever was one; or
even a democratic overachiever such as the F5. Price/value considerations however may not be inappropriate in the case
of the Trends TA10.2P as used in my setup. Both amps are underpowered by current standards. Both are unpredictably
load sensitive. Both respond well to my Tannoys though I wish I could have tried the Tektron on my dear departed
Harbeth shoe boxes which in their time verified the Trends’ commendable mettle. Sonically Chevassus’ classic review of
the TA 10.2 really says it all but to my ears the Tektron plays in a different and arguably bigger league. Design wise they
are polar opposites. One is nearly archaic, the other a PC byproduct. As durability goes, the Trends has been working
flawlessly for two years now. Though when it goes south, I won’t be sending it to Hong Kong for repairs.
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Attilio gives a two-year international guarantee on his products and vouches for tube availability. This leaves us with what
is essentially a €200 chip in a can on one side; and a €600 handcrafted custom product on the other though it’s fair to say
we’re not in Yamamoto territory. By my standards the Tektron is the better value but mileage differs widely when taking
user satisfaction into account.
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Speaking of which, with all the soul searching on positioning I hadn’t noticed that the TK’s nameplate is chromed. I really
don’t think that fits with the overall colour scheme. Attilio says he is making a batch of blued plates and will be sending me
one with the attendant woodscrews as soon as they’re finished.

Website: satisfactorily informative.
Packing: abundant if unsophisticated, well reusable.
Instructions: MIA
Personal interaction: bespoke, bilingual.

Tektron respond:
Can I ask you to add a brief note to the review stating that "the price indicated is the Italian price valid only to customers
buying in Italy"? 
Kind regards and thank you very much for your attention.
Attilio
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